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BUILDING THE FOUNDATIONS 
OF YOUR DIGITAL PRACTICE

Step 1: Start with business goals

T he most common flaw of digital practice is that their activities 
don’t ultimately drive concrete business outcomes. Digital 

practices too often focus on driving digital outcomes only: more visits 
to a website, more mentions of the brand, more likes and shares on 
social channels, and so on. This isn’t to say that the above are in any way 
unimportant. Digital outcomes like these have value they have their role 
to play but they are not, in and of themselves, primary business objectives. 
They are intermediate business objectives, secondary business objectives. 
But any digital practice that aims to drive secondary business objectives 
and not primary business objectives will always fall short of expectations.

 Before an organization gets ahead of itself with strategy and tactics, 
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it needs to start at the beginning. It needs to start with purpose and value, 
with basic questions about what a digital practice should drive. To do that, 
it needs to cast assumptions aside and make sure it asks the right questions.

The beginning then, the starting point, is not what should we do on digital 
channels? It is not how should we use email and Twitter and LinkedIn? Those 
questions come later. Companies that start here skip a crucial step in the 
planning process. The beginning has nothing to do with digital channels. 
The beginning focuses entirely on the business, and it is simply this: What 
needles are we trying to move in the next year? What business objectives are 
we, as a company, focused on? Borrowing from WOM (word-of-mouth) 
pioneer Brains on Fire’s famous question: What will you be celebrating in 
six months?

This is where it starts—not with channels, tactics, tips and tricks,  
editorial schedules, or even content calendars. It starts with understanding 
the company’s objectives and desired outcomes. When companies 
remember to start with this step, their digital practices tend to drive 
these objectives. When companies skip that step, their digital practices 
tend to drive likes and website visits. Simple enough, but most companies 
sabotage themselves before they invest their first penny in their digital 
efforts simply by not focusing on the right objectives.
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Step 2: Turn goals into targets
On the plus side, setting goals, outlining objectives and identifying 

targets are fairly mainstream business management tasks. You don’t need 
to know how to use Twitter to do any of it. You don’t need a digital expert 
or a social media strategist in the room. Every CEO should be able to come 
up with a company-wide set of goals for the coming year (and beyond), 
and every executive and department head should be able to provide their 
own group-specific versions.

For the CEO, these goals may simply boil down to: 14 percent YOY 
(year over year revenue) growth.

Some CEOs don’t bother to be that specific. You will occasionally 
run into a CEO whose idea of direction is simply “sell more stuff.” (You 
have probably bumped into one or two by now.) In their defense, there 
is something to be said for keeping things simple. In the absence of clear 
targets, you can just assume that, at a minimum, you want to beat last 
year’s numbers. In the presence of a specific target though, the challenge is 
to determine how to reach it. 

Whether the company is 10,000 or 10 employees strong, the process 
is the same: every department has a role to play in the company’s growth. 
Every business function has to come up with its own wedge in that growth 
pie. Sales and Business Development are going to have to take the lead, 
since they are the primary drivers of revenue. Other functions (Marketing, 
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Customer Service, Product Management, etc.) need to give some thought 
to how they will help drive growth in two specific ways:

1. How will they drive growth within the framework of their own 
specific function?

2. How will they drive growth in support of Sales and 
Business Development?

To keep the exercise simple, draw a line down a blank sheet of paper. 
The left column will refer to Item 1. The right column will refer to Item 
2. As an example, here is what a Customer Service’s basic contribution to 
the company’s 14 percent YOY plan should look like:

Step 3: Create a complete roadmap 
In a way, once leadership sets the overall company objectives, the process 

of devising a plan—a roadmap—toward achieving those objectives starts 

2. Support

• Reduce customer erosion 
by 50 percent

• Refer customers with complaints 
to Sales for follow-ups

• Improve connectivity 
with Sales to strenghen 
company relationship 
with at-risk customers

1. Growth

• Increase positive resolutions 
of  customer complaints 
by 20 percent

• Increase resolution times 
by 35 percent

• Improve follow-up 
customer contact
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with a simple question: How can I do a better job of contributing to that goal? 
This is a different type of approach from the old “giving it 110 percent” 
motto. The idea isn’t to just work harder, it’s actually to work smarter. It 
doesn’t mean you won’t have to work hard, but a company has a much 
greater chance of success if everyone gives a little thought to how their 
energy is best applied to key common goals.

To come back to our Customer Service example, list No. 1 is fairly 
straightforward: increasing positive resolutions, improving resolution times 
and follow-ups… these are good things. The impact on the company can only 
be positive, and some results may even be measurable, but it has little tangible 
value to the company’s overall 14 percent YOY growth objective. These types 
of outcomes tend to get lost in the shuffle when they are reported monthly or 
quarterly. One reason is that they are disconnected from the overall targets. 
This is why most companies still think of Customer Service as a cost center. 
(Look at trending on Customer Service budgets over the years and you will 
understand how most companies perceive the function.)

List No. 2, however, paints a different picture of the Customer Service 
department’s value to the organization. Take the first item, for instance: 

Decrease customer erosion by 50 percent.

Let’s say the company’s customer erosion rate is 10 percent per year. 
(The company loses 10 percent of its transacting customers every year.) 
And let’s say that, on average, this customer erosion costs the company 
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$10 million per year. Reducing customer retention by 50 percent means 
Customer Service would rescue $5 million worth of revenue in the next 
year alone. That’s a $5 million contribution to a $100 million business. Not 
too shabby. This is how a Customer Service department goes from being 
seen as a mere cost center (and, far too often, a necessary evil) to becoming a 
key link in the profit center chain. 

More to the point, for a $100 million company, that rescued business is 
worth 5 percent of its overall revenue. Since the YOY goal is a 14 percent 
increase in revenue, in this scenario, Customer Service conceivably could 
contribute one-third of that amount to the annual goal simply by keeping 
customers from leaving. Think about that. Customer Service, not Sales, 
delivering as much as a third of a company’s YOY revenue goal.

Why are we still not talking about digital?
The obvious question at this juncture is: “But what does this have to do with 

digital strategy?” Well… everything, actually. Before you can start thinking 
about digital strategy, you need to understand how the bits and pieces of 
your business can come together to achieve overall business objectives. To 
have any chance of being effective, a digital strategy must begin its life 
as a business strategy. You have to build the business foundation first. The 
digital part comes later. If you skip the foundational step, you will end up 
measuring likes, web traffic and data points along an endless roller coaster 
of disjointed “content” performance.

Creating the business basis for your digital 
strategy in 10 easy steps

 The first step in the development of an effective digital program 
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then is to focus on business objectives. That process generally looks 
like this:

1. Identify macro company-level objectives for the coming year 
or quarter.

2. Set targets for those objectives.

3. Communicate these objectives and targets to all department heads.

4. Ask said department heads to generate plans that will help drive to 
these targets.

5. Have department heads ask their team and project leaders to create 
their plans to contribute to the department’s objectives and targets.

6. Set specific targets for each team, based on their plans.

7. Have department heads meet to discuss their individual plans with 
each other.

8. Put the plans together in one cohesive strategic document and 
present it to the CEO.

9. Share the CEO-approved document with all appropriate employees.

10. Use the document as a guide, if and when things start coming a 
little unglued, as they almost always do somewhere along the way.

What we are going to focus on in this guide starts with No. 7: 
department-level plans. (How each department or business function will 
leverage digital to hit their targets.) Before we get to that, it is vital to 
understand where the ultimate purpose of every activity and decision 
comes from. We have to start at the beginning and make sure we don’t cut 
any corners or skip any steps. For this guide (and your digital strategy) to 
be effective, you have to get to a point where every element of your digital 
program will track back to a business objective. Actually, it also needs to 
track back to a concrete and measurable business outcome—one that you 
can point to in a management meeting, then explain and justify.
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Developing macro (company-wide) objectives 
We already looked at YOY growth as an example, but this might be a good 

time to identify a few more macro objectives that should be top of mind 
for most business leaders. These objectives have the advantage of being 
more specific than growth, which makes them easier to address tactically.

If you were to sit down with most CEOs and ask them what sort of 
business wins would make them happy this year, their top answers likely 
would include more sales and higher profit margins. In other words, they 
want an increase in revenue and/or profitability. Check, and check. Unless 
you happen to work for a non-profit, these types of macro objectives 
are pretty universal. We will start with those and look at a few others in 
a moment.

Increasing revenue
I worked for a company years ago whose CEO liked to jokingly answer 

the “What do you want the company to do better this year?” question with “Just 
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sell more stuff.” That answer always drew a few chuckles from his inner 
circle, but it was pretty frustrating for the rest of us who were tasked with 
figuring out where and how to focus resources. We wanted direction and 
clarity, but had to settle for a punch line. On the plus side, the vagueness 
of the answer gave us some autonomy. In the absence of clear instructions, 
we were able to create our own. We still reported to the CEO and required 
his approval before launching a program, but the programs were ours to 
build and they were based on our ideas.

As a marketing professional, going to the Sales department for advice or 
insight isn’t always the most natural thing in the world. I am not necessarily 
talking about silos or politics either, though those certainly are factors. 
What I mean is that Marketing departments don’t always have a lot of 
tactical interaction with Sales. They tend to behave as two sides of the same 
coin: similarly aligned, but without a whole lot of face-to-face interaction. 
But, when it comes to driving revenue, Sales is pretty much the tip of the 
spear. However your marketing is set up and whatever the structure of 
your business model, the sale itself is a different animal from the push and 
pull of marketing. The Sales department might not always drive revenue, 
but it does take most of the credit for it. Sometimes this claim on credit is 
with good cause, and sometimes it’s at every other department’s expense. 
At any rate, Sales understands revenue growth better than any other part 
of the business, so it makes sense to treat salespeople, and especially the 
most experienced and senior managers in that department, as the subject 
matter experts they are.
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It also doesn’t hurt to understand their aches and pains and speak their 
language, but that is a topic we will revisit later in this guide. For now, we 
want to focus on letting Sales give us insight into what increasing revenue 
looks like. It boils down to two basic mechanisms:

1. Acquiring new customers and

2. Doing more business with existing customers.

That’s it. That’s all it is. Translated into sales speak: netting new 
transacting customers, and, well, getting existing customers to buy more 
stuff. How you approach these two different mechanisms (and audiences) 
matters a lot, so be aware that you will treat them as completely separate 
projects once you start putting together your content strategy, but we are 
getting ahead of ourselves. So again:

1. Net new customer acquisition

2. Increase sales volume from existing customers

The first of the two is straightforward enough, but the second is a 
little tricky. “How do you do that?” is the first logical question, but that’s 
actually not the right question—at least not yet. The right question for 
now is: “What mechanisms drive an increase in sales volume from existing 
customers?” Simple.

1. An increase in buy rate

2. An increase in yield

Buy rate
Buy rate is the interval between sales (or purchases, from the customer’s 

point of view). If a customer transacts with you, on average, every 45 days, 
increasing his or her buy rate would reduce that interval to, say, 40 days. 
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Even if the quantity of each order remains constant, the impact that a 
higher buy rate will have on revenue would be positive. 

In our example (reducing the transaction interval from 45 days to 40 
days), the impact would be an increase in the number of transactions from 
eight to nine per year. Even if you aren’t great at math, you can see that the 
slight change adds up to a more than 10 percent increase in transactions 
from that customer during the next calendar year. Assuming that quantities 
per order and price don’t change, that could mean a higher than 10 percent 
increase in revenue from that customer.

Yield
Yield is a customer’s average transaction value. To calculate yield, pick 

any customer at random and look at his or her transaction history for the 
previous year. Divide the total spending by the number of transactions for 
that year. That’s yield.

Increasing yield simply means increasing the customer’s average spend. 
If you are clever, you have no doubt figured out that total spend and average 
spend are intimately connected. The difference between the two lies in 
the tactics driving a systemic increase in spend with each transaction, 
rather than a broader attempt at getting customers to spend more on 
your products or services every year. If a customer’s average spend per 
transaction is $1,500 and the objective is to increase that amount to match 
the original 14 percent YOY growth target, you would have to find a way 
to increase that customer’s yield to $1,720 or more. (And then do that 
with as many customers as possible.)  

We will dig into that in more detail as well. For now, just be aware that 
yield is one of the mechanisms you will leverage to drive an increase in 
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revenue from existing customers with your digital practice.

Customer retention
Earlier in this chapter we looked at the impact that Customer Service 

can have on reducing customer erosion. Reducing customer erosion (or 
increasing customer retention) is also a way to help a company reach its 
growth goals. Here is why: In our example (14 percent YOY growth), 
zero percent  YOY customer erosion means that all the company has to 
do is add 14 percent growth on top of last year’s numbers. But if the 
company sees 5 percent YOY customer erosion, it means that, to reach 
that 14 percent YOY growth, not only will it have to add that new 14 
percent YOY additional business, it also will have to add another 5 percent 
to replace the business that walked away. 

In other words, your customer erosion problem might as well increase 
the goal 19 percent YOY. Let that sink in for a minute. This is why 
customer retention is one of the most important objectives businesses need 
to consider when building growth-oriented strategies. You don’t want to 
spend all of that time and effort filling up your business bucket if a chunk 
of it is going to leak out. 

Later in this guide we will look at how a digital practice can be leveraged 
to plug up even the worst customer erosion holes.
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Customer development

One of the great missed opportunities I run into with most businesses 
is the absence of a cohesive customer development program. Here is how 
customer lifecycles are usually planned out: 80 percent of the budget 
goes to customer acquisition, 15 percent of the budget goes to customer 
retention and 5 percent of the budget goes to true customer development.

More often than not, transacting customers and potential customers are 
marketed to in the same way. Companies try to sell them on the virtues 
of products and services regardless of whether or not they are already 
buying them. There is a lot to be said for validation, but treating current 
customers like potential customers isn’t the most inspired way of helping 
them become better, savvier, more valuable customers. 

Customer development programs aim to do just that—turn novice 
customers into more fluent customers. The idea is to educate and empower 
your customers, to help them dive deeper into your product and service 
offerings, and to get a better understanding of their untapped value. Fact: 
the more a customer understands your products and services (and your 
capabilities), the more reasons he or she has to do more business with you. 
Note: increasing yield and buy rate are customer development outcomes.

We will dive deeper into customer development tactics later in the 
guide. For now, understanding that this will be a point of focus is all you 
need to worry about.
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Secondary objectives
Secondary objectives are plenty and can range from increasing awareness 

of a product to rebuilding confidence in a brand. We refer to them as 
secondary only in reference to primary objectives (which tend to focus on 
growth, unless a company is so distressed that survival or crawling out 
of the ditch is more important than growth). These objectives are by no 
means unimportant. They are usually key building blocks of the primary 
goals and serve as indispensible milestones along the way.

Secondary goals also tend to be function specific (Marketing, PR, 
Customer Service, etc.), and simultaneously can be macro or micro 
objectives (meaning how they fit in a company’s overall plan depends 
more on what department owns them than the goals themselves). In other 
words, while increasing the number of followers on Twitter might be a 
primary goal for a digital marketing team, it is a minor secondary goal for 
the company overall.

Below are a few examples of secondary/intermediate goals:

• Increasing brand awareness in a market

• Improving positive sentiment for a product

• Increasing purchase intent
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• Reducing negative mentions of the brand

• Increasing user engagement on a community platform

• Increasing attendance at an industry event

• Increasing visits to a website or

• Increasing subscriptions to an e-newsletter.

We will look into these types of objectives again later in this guide 
when we get into more specific digital tactics. For now, just know that they 
typically are not considered primary objectives at a macro level.

Secondary objectives also are often referred to as intermediate objectives, 
meaning they sit somewhere between the starting point of the program 
and its ultimate macro objectives. For instance, in our 14 percent YOY 
growth example, one of the ways to increase customer retention and 
accelerate buy rate might be through an increase in user engagement on 
community platforms.

In another example, one way to drive higher yield from a segment of 
current customers might be through increasing attendance at key events 
and increasing subscriptions by these same customers to the company’s 
e-newsletter. 

The function of a secondary objective, then, is to move customers at 
least some of the way from where they were at the start of your digital 
program to where you want them to be near the end of it. Many digital 
programs fail because the companies behind them don’t do a good enough 
job of connecting the dots between secondary/intermediate objectives and 
primary/macro objectives. In these instances, measurement of secondary 
objectives is treated as measurement of primary objectives. This is how 
companies end up mistaking the number of likes on Facebook for a key 
measure of a digital program’s success. In reality, increasing the daily 
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or monthly number of likes on Facebook is secondary to the goals that 
activity ultimately supports (in our example, 14 percent YOY growth).

Within the context of a 14 percent YOY growth objective, Facebook 
likes would ultimately have to drive something that would impact that 
growth. To be of any value at all, likes would need to drive some kind of 
conversion. Conversions of that type could come in a number of forms, 
for example:

•..New Prospect Acquisition: likes from potential customers leading 
to an inquiry of some kind (including visiting a product page).

•..Customer Acquisition: likes from potential customers leading to 
an actual transaction.

•..Increase in Yield: likes from existing customers leading to the 
purchase of a product or service they had never bought before. 

The lesson here is simple: every secondary objective must ultimately 
bring the prospect or customer closer to a primary objective. Thus, digital 
metrics like the number of likes, shares, clicks, retweets, comments, views, 
and so on must be treated as intermediate metrics, not primary metrics. 
Digital programs that report on intermediate metrics but fail to link back 
to primary metrics and objectives are stopping short of the goal. If A leads 
to B leads to C leads to D, don’t just report on A, B and C. Connect the 
dots from start to finish. 

If likes and mentions don’t ultimately drive primary objectives in some 
way, then your digital practice is off target and you probably are wasting 
your time on ineffective content and engagement. Remember: goals before 
tactics and structure before engagement. You have to understand what you 
are building and why before you can start working on the how.
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Quick recap
So far we have talked about the importance of understanding and 

outlining your company’s business objectives before creating a digital 
program. We also have talked about how to create a layered company-
wide road map that will help each department assist the company in 
achieving those objectives. We also have covered some key business 
development and revenue generation concepts like customer retention, 
customer acquisition, customer development, buy rate, and yield. Finally, we 
looked at the importance of ensuring that every activity, tactic and metric 
in a digital program ultimately drives key company objectives (and making 
sure not to lose sight of them along the way). 

Classic Case Study #1: How Dell used digital 
channels to support its net new sales goals

The objective: Social selling & proof of concept 
Synopsis: In the early days of social business (2008-09), Dell, Inc. set 

out to see if it could use social channels to drive revenue. At this point, 
no concrete methodologies and case studies yet existed on the subject, so 
Dell had to build a program from scratch and essentially repeatedly test 
and measure until they discovered what worked, where it worked and how 
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it worked.

Methodology: In addition to its other social web efforts (like the 
creation and management of the Direct2Dell and IdeaStorm communities), 
Dell assigned 100 or so employees to manage Twitter accounts targeting 
12 countries, from the U.S. and Canada to Brazil, Japan and China. Some 
of these accounts focused on pushing promotions while others focused 
on more general engagement and amplification (sharing promotions and 
offers amid the conversations they had with customers and fans).

Outcomes: By December 2009, Dell, Inc. had leveraged Twitter to 
drive $6.5 million in net new sales. Granted, $6.5 million is a drop in 
the ocean for a company pulling in $61 billion in annual revenue, but 
generating $6.5 million out of a small investment in resources, on a digital 
platform that had not yet fully scaled, and doing it so quickly is one of 
the world’s first concrete social business case studies every digital program 
manager needs to know about.
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